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Most people have used the Google Search Engine webpage.

It is the most used Search Engine and has added a phrase to 

the English language of “To Google It”



You might have used Google Chrome browser instead of 

Microsoft’s Internet Explorer and Edge browsers



Many of you may have also created a Free Google Email 

Account and are using the GMAIL app.

But how many are 

aware of all the Free 

Apps in Google’s G 

Suite that can be 

accessed via the 

Google Apps icon



On clicking the icon you will get offered a small selction of the 

Apps available:

But by clicking “More” at the bottom of the box





If you do not have a GMAIL account, you can create one by 

selecting “Gmail”



Then “Create an Account”



We will now have a quick look at just a few of the Apps 

that are available.

A Gmail account is a free Google Account with an email 

address that ends in @gmail.com. The account also allows 

users to instantly login to the dozens of other Google

applications like Picasa, Blogger, Drive, Sites and Maps.

GMAIL



CALENDAR

Google Calendar is a free web calendar that lets you keep track of 

your own events and share your calendars with others. 



TRANSLATE

Google Translate can translate text between over 100 languages



MAPS

Google Maps is a web mapping service that offers satellite 

imagery, street maps and 360° panoramic views of streets.



EARTH

Google Earth is a Geobrowsers which are alternatively 

known as virtual globes or Earth browsers.



DRIVE

Google Drive is a file storage and synchronization. It allows you 

to store files in the cloud, synchronize files across devices, and 

share files.



DOCS, SHEETS  and SLIDES

Google Docs, Google Sheets and Google Slides are a word 

processor, a spreadsheet and a presentation program respectively, 

all part of a free, web-based software office suite offered by 

Google within its Google Drive service. The apps are compatible 

with Microsoft Office file formats.



PHOTOS

Google Photos is a photo sharing and storage service. 

It gives users free storage for photos up to 16 megapixels and 

videos up to 1080p resolution



SITES

Google Sites is a structured wiki- and Web page-creation tool 

which allows you to create your own websites for FREE.



YOUTUBE

Video sharing.
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